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1. Prime will access data from your Instagram account and your public Instagram 

followers’ accounts in order to determine the best time for you to post to Instagram, 

as well as to display to you within the app in a bar graph format the number of 

comments and likes (aggregate) your own posts on Instagram received at the time of 

login and the time you selected from the settings menu to reset them. 

2. Specifically, Prime requires a list of your followers, and from that list will access a 

list of your followers’ recent posts and the comments and likes on those recent posts 

of your followers. 

3. Prime does not store ANY login data, and when you logout of the app from the 

settings menu, all cookies are cleared and your account details are deleted locally 

from Prime. 

4. Prime analyses your followers’ recent media on a backend hosted by Parse.com 

(owned by Facebook). The connection is encrypted in accordance with Apple’s 

guidelines. None of your data is shared or stored permanently. This data will under no 

circumstances be released or displayed publicly, nor will we use it to contact you 

directly. 

5. All data that Prime accesses will be directly used to enhance your user experience 

of the app. 

http://parse.com/


6. Prime can be directly contacted at the link on its website, primeforinstagram.com  

7. Prime exists in good faith, and any concerns should be reported to it directly. Its 

purpose is to build a strong platform of content sharers who want to connect with as 

much of their target audience as possible to achieve maximal benefit out of the 

Instagram platform. 

8. Prime is not affiliated with Instagram, Facebook, or any other related company or 

software item.

http://primeforinstagram.com

